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McGovern opens final push for primary votes

NEW YORK (AP) — Sen. George McGovern, confronting the real possibility of losing his bid for the Democratic presidential nomination, pressed his campaign for the first time through Friday morning when he resolved, "If I don't make it, then I'll drop out.

McGovern's trip to South Dakota to view the destruction caused by Saturday's floods was described as the worst disaster in his home state.

The South Dakota senator, who is under way to Washington, said, "The campaign's been a long grind." He was resolute in saying, "I'm going to stick with it through the convention."

He's had those out for over a month, 'til just, gee, he's got position paper after position paper."

Walter Mondale, the vice president, said, "The only other fact that Muskie was dropping out is that he would not encourage anyone to drop out.

It's even been so much on the news that McGovern is running out of cash, but I would put that to rest right now.

That's a fact that McGovern spent the day Friday getting in touch with his family and friends, but, "I'll still be in the race," he said.

"It's even been on the network. But I'm going to be in the race, so don't count me out yet."

"We'll stay with it through the convention."
**ST PAUL, Minn.** (AP) — Two ironworkers' locals and two cement masons' locals went on a strike rally, following the rejection of the proposed agreement by the Associated General Contractors (AGC) of Minnesota.

A statement issued by the AGC said that it was a "non-binding" proposal and that the unions had rejected it.

The statement said that the unions had rejected the proposal because it did not meet the needs of the workers.

The statement added that the AGC would continue to negotiate with the unions.

**Iron workers, cement masons go on strike**

The Ironworkers and the Cement Masons locals went on strike after the rejection of the proposed agreement by the Associated General Contractors (AGC) of Minnesota.

The statement issued by the AGC said that it was a "non-binding" proposal and that the unions had rejected it.

The statement said that the unions had rejected the proposal because it did not meet the needs of the workers.

The statement added that the AGC would continue to negotiate with the unions.

**Candidates disagree over DFL platform planks**

Two candidates for the Minnesota Senate disagreed over the party's platform on DFL issues.

One candidate, who favored a strong anti-war stance, said that the platform should be more forceful in opposing President Johnson's Vietnam policy.

The other candidate, who favored a more moderate approach, said that the platform should not take a position on the war.

**New manager tells press**

A new manager was introduced to the city's residents at a press conference.

The new manager, who had previously worked for the same company in another state, said that he was looking forward to working with the city's residents.

He added that he was eager to bring a "new perspective" to the city's management.

**Iron Workers' Local 31 Threatened**

Iron Workers Local 31 was threatened with a lockout if any of the six unions involved in the strike expired.

The six unions were the Sheet Metal Workers, the Iron Workers, the Electricians, the Plumbers, the Carpenters, and the Bricklayers.
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Television highlights, movies

Television highlights

LOCAL NEWS — 5:00, Cable TV. Fuse Wilson's "Earl's, Pearls: The 50's" appeared on June 4 on United Tele- vision as part of the "1950s Television Series". The program features a discussion on the fashion and social trends of the 1950s. The show will air on June 4 ONLY at 7:00. No Blind Ads Accepted.

Will Buy An 18-Word Want Ad For June 23

Earlier Deadline

Ads Must Be Ordered No Later Than

Tuesday, June 20, 4 p.m.

4:30 PM

JUNE 20,1972

Winona Daily & Sunday News

Winona, Minn. 55987

Winona News Daily & Sunday News

18-Word Ad

College students are invited to submit 18-word ads for the Winona News Daily & Sunday News. These ads will be published on June 23 ONLY at 2:30. No Blind Ads Accepted.

No Phone Calls

10:00 PM

Television review

Sports fans, music lovers get breaks

Tonight, tomorrow on TV

Beautiful people stay up late

TUESDAY: 5:00, M-11

"JUNKYARD DOGS" — The show, which features the adventures of a group of misfits in a Texas junkyard, will be on at 5:00 p.m. on M-11.

"THE BRIDGE AT TOKO-RI" — This adaptation of the classic novel by Ernest Hemingway will be shown at 7:00 p.m. on M-11.

"THE JUXTAPOSITION" — This program, which explores the similarities and differences between various cultures, will be on at 8:00 p.m. on M-11.

"THE RETURN" — The final installments of this Western series will be shown at 9:00 p.m. on M-11.

"THE 13TH" — The next chapter of this sci-fi series will be on at 10:00 p.m. on M-11.

"THE LAST OF THE MOHICANS" — The conclusion of this historical miniseries will be shown at 11:00 p.m. on M-11.

"THE MAJOR AND THE MINOR" — The final episode of this romantic series will be on at midnight on M-11.

"THE WORLD OF OZ" — The final installment of this fantasy series will be on at 1:00 a.m. on M-11.

"THE LONE RANGER" — The conclusion of this Western series will be shown at 2:00 a.m. on M-11.

"THE ADVENTURES OF CAPTAIN BUCKAUER" — The final episode of this adventure series will be on at 3:00 a.m. on M-11.

"THE NIGHT WIND" — The conclusion of this mystery series will be shown at 4:00 a.m. on M-11.

"THE LONE RANGER" — The final episode of this Western series will be on at 5:00 a.m. on M-11.

"THE BRIDGE AT TOKO-RI" — The final episode of this historical miniseries will be shown at 6:00 a.m. on M-11.

"THE JUNKYARD DOGS" — The final episode of this comedy series will be on at 7:00 a.m. on M-11.

"THE LONE RANGER" — The final episode of this Western series will be on at 8:00 a.m. on M-11.

"THE BRIDGE AT TOKO-RI" — The final episode of this historical miniseries will be shown at 9:00 a.m. on M-11.

"THE JUNKYARD DOGS" — The final episode of this comedy series will be on at 10:00 a.m. on M-11.

"THE BRIDGE AT TOKO-RI" — The final episode of this historical miniseries will be shown at 11:00 a.m. on M-11.

"THE JUNKYARD DOGS" — The final episode of this comedy series will be on at 12:00 p.m. on M-11.

"THE BRIDGE AT TOKO-RI" — The final episode of this historical miniseries will be shown at 1:00 p.m. on M-11.

"THE JUNKYARD DOGS" — The final episode of this comedy series will be on at 2:00 p.m. on M-11.

"THE BRIDGE AT TOKO-RI" — The final episode of this historical miniseries will be shown at 3:00 p.m. on M-11.

"THE JUNKYARD DOGS" — The final episode of this comedy series will be on at 4:00 p.m. on M-11.

"THE BRIDGE AT TOKO-RI" — The final episode of this historical miniseries will be shown at 5:00 p.m. on M-11.

"THE JUNKYARD DOGS" — The final episode of this comedy series will be on at 6:00 p.m. on M-11.

"THE BRIDGE AT TOKO-RI" — The final episode of this historical miniseries will be shown at 7:00 p.m. on M-11.

"THE JUNKYARD DOGS" — The final episode of this comedy series will be on at 8:00 p.m. on M-11.

"THE BRIDGE AT TOKO-RI" — The final episode of this historical miniseries will be shown at 9:00 p.m. on M-11.

"THE JUNKYARD DOGS" — The final episode of this comedy series will be on at 10:00 p.m. on M-11.

"THE BRIDGE AT TOKO-RI" — The final episode of this historical miniseries will be shown at 11:00 p.m. on M-11.

"THE JUNKYARD DOGS" — The final episode of this comedy series will be on at midnight on M-11.

"THE BRIDGE AT TOKO-RI" — The final episode of this historical miniseries will be shown at 1:00 a.m. on M-11.

"THE JUNKYARD DOGS" — The final episode of this comedy series will be on at 2:00 a.m. on M-11.

"THE BRIDGE AT TOKO-RI" — The final episode of this historical miniseries will be shown at 3:00 a.m. on M-11.

"THE JUNKYARD DOGS" — The final episode of this comedy series will be on at 4:00 a.m. on M-11.

"THE BRIDGE AT TOKO-RI" — The final episode of this historical miniseries will be shown at 5:00 a.m. on M-11.

"THE JUNKYARD DOGS" — The final episode of this comedy series will be on at 7:00 a.m. on M-11.

"THE BRIDGE AT TOKO-RI" — The final episode of this historical miniseries will be shown at 8:00 a.m. on M-11.

"THE JUNKYARD DOGS" — The final episode of this comedy series will be on at 9:00 a.m. on M-11.

"THE BRIDGE AT TOKO-RI" — The final episode of this historical miniseries will be shown at 10:00 a.m. on M-11.

"THE JUNKYARD DOGS" — The final episode of this comedy series will be on at 11:00 a.m. on M-11.

"THE BRIDGE AT TOKO-RI" — The final episode of this historical miniseries will be shown at 1:00 p.m. on M-11.

"THE JUNKYARD DOGS" — The final episode of this comedy series will be on at 2:00 p.m. on M-11.

"THE BRIDGE AT TOKO-RI" — The final episode of this historical miniseries will be shown at 3:00 p.m. on M-11.

"THE JUNKYARD DOGS" — The final episode of this comedy series will be on at 4:00 p.m. on M-11.

"THE BRIDGE AT TOKO-RI" — The final episode of this historical miniseries will be shown at 5:00 p.m. on M-11.

"THE JUNKYARD DOGS" — The final episode of this comedy series will be on at 7:00 p.m. on M-11.

"THE BRIDGE AT TOKO-RI" — The final episode of this historical miniseries will be shown at 9:00 p.m. on M-11.

"THE JUNKYARD DOGS" — The final episode of this comedy series will be on at 10:00 p.m. on M-11.

"THE BRIDGE AT TOKO-RI" — The final episode of this historical miniseries will be shown at 11:00 p.m. on M-11.

"THE JUNKYARD DOGS" — The final episode of this comedy series will be on at midnight on M-11.

"THE BRIDGE AT TOKO-RI" — The final episode of this historical miniseries will be shown at 1:00 a.m. on M-11.
The flood played no favorites

By DAVID M. MURPHY
Rapid City, S.D. (AP) — The last of the dead in the flood disaster in Rapid City, S.D., was found today, bringing the total fatalities in the municipal disaster to 102. The death toll had been at 101 until this morning.

The city's police chief,4-year-old "Billy Wayne Noble, was found near a lumber yard.

The body was discovered when a state police officer, checking on a report of a missing person, found the boy's clothing near a wooden structure.

The boy was identified by his mother, Mrs. Noble, who was searching the area for her child after hearing of the disaster.

The death toll is the highest in the state in recent years.
The next day, Monday, May 16.

**WASHINGTON** — In the aftermath of the California primary election yesterday, the Democratic presidential candidates are now beginning to consider the long road ahead.

It is likely that the national media will focus more on the Democratic candidates for the nomination, particularly Senator McGovern and Representative Tip O'Neill. However, it is important to remember that the California primary was a crucial victory for McGovern, and he is now seen as the front-runner for the nomination.

McGovern's victory was significant for several reasons. First, it showed that he has strong support in the West, which has been a weak area for him in past campaigns. Second, it demonstrated his ability to win in a state with a large number of African American voters. Finally, it provided a much-needed boost for his campaign, which had been struggling in recent weeks.

Although McGovern's victory was significant, it is unlikely to be the end of the road for either candidate. The Democratic nomination race is far from over, and both candidates will continue to fight hard for the nomination.

**WINDONA SUNDAY NEWS**

A page of opinions and ideas
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**WINONA DAILY NEWS**

*THE RIGHT WING* — The right wing of the Democratic party is beginning to feel the pressure. After the California primary, Senator Edward Kennedy is now facing a challenge from Representative John D. Dingell of Michigan.

Kennedy's campaign is facing several challenges. First, he is facing strong opposition from the party establishment, which is concerned about his lack of support among African American voters. Second, he is facing strong competition from Representative Dingell, who has a strong base in the party's conservative wing.

Dingell's campaign is focusing on the issue of race relations. He is arguing that Kennedy is too soft on law and order, and that he is not doing enough to address the growing concerns about crime and violence.

Kennedy, in turn, is trying to argue that he is the more moderate of the two candidates. He is hoping to appeal to moderate Democrats who are concerned about his opposition to the Vietnam War.

It is likely that the California primary will be the beginning of a new phase in the Democratic nomination race. Both candidates will continue to fight hard for the nomination, and the race is far from over.
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*THE RIGHT WING* — The right wing of the Democratic party is beginning to feel the pressure. After the California primary, Senator Edward Kennedy is now facing a challenge from Representative John D. Dingell of Michigan.

Kennedy's campaign is facing several challenges. First, he is facing strong opposition from the party establishment, which is concerned about his lack of support among African American voters. Second, he is facing strong competition from Representative Dingell, who has a strong base in the party's conservative wing.

Dingell's campaign is focusing on the issue of race relations. He is arguing that Kennedy is too soft on law and order, and that he is not doing enough to address the growing concerns about crime and violence.

Kennedy, in turn, is trying to argue that he is the more moderate of the two candidates. He is hoping to appeal to moderate Democrats who are concerned about his opposition to the Vietnam War.

It is likely that the California primary will be the beginning of a new phase in the Democratic nomination race. Both candidates will continue to fight hard for the nomination, and the race is far from over.
War not expected to end before November election

**Harris Survey**

The American people are extremely detached from the war in Vietnam, according to a Harris poll conducted for the Department of Defense. Of the 1,000 people surveyed, only 7% said they were very concerned about the war, while 52% said they were not at all concerned.

**Hippies fall on hard times**

I've had sessions now and again. I've heard the howl of the hogs down below, and the howl of the hogs down below, and the howl of the hogs down below, and the howl of the hogs down below...

Our original amusement at the thought of these hipsters being hip is now applied to the thought of these hipsters being hip.

**LOSE 20 POUNDS IN TWO WEEKS!**

Furry Women Six Time Swimmers

By the way, the Susan Baine's Six Time Swimmers all went on the "skin diet" in late 1971, they now weigh 150 pounds. The author of a fatty diet book was questioned about war

Laird visits Wisconsin, questioned about war

**Week of Nov. 16, 1971**
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Furry Women Six Time Swimmers

By the way, the Susan Baine's Six Time Swimmers all went on the "skin diet" in late 1971, they now weigh 150 pounds. The author of a fatty diet book was questioned about war

Laird visits Wisconsin, questioned about war
Your horoscope — Jeanie Dixon

FOR TUESDAY, JUNE 15

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): Cooperation now depends absolutely on you. Your ties with authority, both public and private, will be essential for your success. Take the initiative if necessary. A pleasant surprise will materialize.

PISCES (Feb. 19-Mar. 20): You are in a situation where you are being tested by others. Your desires and dreams may be conflicted. You may experience a temporary setback.

ARIES (Mar. 21-Apr. 19): You may need to give up some of your personal freedom in order to achieve something you feel is important. Your energy level is high, but you may find it necessary to rest and recharge.

TAURUS (Apr. 20-May 20): You are feeling quite creative and imaginative. Your ideas may be well-received by others. A new project may be on the horizon.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20): You may feel like you are not getting enough recognition for your hard work. You may need to find a way to express yourself more effectively.

CANCER (June 21-July 22): You are feeling quite emotional today. You may find it helpful to express your feelings to someone you trust.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Clearing away neglected odds and ends may improve your outlook. You may find new opportunities to enhance your mood.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): You may be working hard to achieve something you feel is important. You may need to take a break and relax.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): A simple idea worthy of checking out. Continued skepticism may prevent you from seeing the potential in your ideas.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): Your horoscope - Jeanie Dixon

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): It may be necessary to compromise in order to achieve a goal. You may need to find a way to work with others.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): A thing mechanical now needs special care and safety measures. Be careful not to let your guard down.
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Minn. Featured over the rear wheel are numerous balloons. A 70-degree temperature Sunday set just in time for the weekend. Frolich scampered down the closed circuit camera at 90 mph and grabbed the TV set just in time.
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AT 12 NOON
Monday thru Saturday

3 GREAT PROGRAMS
WHICH ARE

OH SO INFORMATIVE!

Satisfy your noon-time appetite for news, news commentary, weather and sports information by listening to this line-up!

12 NOON — PAUL HARVEY
• News & Comment

12:15 P.M. — WAYNE VALTINTE
• Local News At Its Best

12:30 P.M. — CHUCK WILLIAMS
• Reports From the Sports Desk

DON'T FORGET THE NOON HOUR WEATHER REPORT - MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY AT 11:55 A.M. ON 1230 WCVB

ANNOUNCEMENT

DR. EDGAR A. HOOGH
Optometrist
I HAVE MOVED MY OFFICE FROM THE OLD LOCATION AT 1111 MAIN ST., WINONA
MY NEW OFFICE IS NOW LOCATED AT:
WESTGATE SHOPPING CENTER
CINCINNATI AVENUE 148 D
FROM 10:00 TO 4:00

KWN

Fun Daze event well attended

In the foreground, who are members of the 1972 Little Miss Lily, Jane Dupuis; daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Rode, her three attendant, Pam, Tim and Tom Wozney; children of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Rode, sponsored by Symicek Hardware, third attendant.

Mrs. Frank Bisek, sponsored by Symicek Hardware, third attendant.
WEATHER FORECAST... Cold weather is forecast to-day with heavy snow expected for the rest of the night. Snowfall amount for the week from the north is expected to reach 4 to 5 inches in the northwestern part of the state and 3 to 4 inches in the northeastern part.

**Local observations**

- Rochester, Minn., reported a high of 36°F and a low of 23°F.
- Alexandria, Minn., reported a high of 38°F and a low of 24°F.
- Winona, Minn., reported a high of 40°F and a low of 28°F.
- Mankato, Minn., reported a high of 40°F and a low of 28°F.
- St. Paul, Minn., reported a high of 42°F and a low of 29°F.
- Minneapolis, Minn., reported a high of 44°F and a low of 30°F.

**At Community Memorial Hospital**

- St. Felix School lease is approved.
- Visitor Policy: Visitors must be at least 12 years old and must be approved by the hospital's security department.

**At Winona Memorial Hospital**

- Winona Funeral Service.
- Services are being held for Mrs. Mary S. Bowers, a resident of Winona, on Thursday, June 16th.

**The daily record**

**Six injured in three accidents**

Two people were injured this weekend in three separate accidents.

- Person A was injured in a one-vehicle accident on Saturday, injuring his leg.
- Person B was injured in a two-vehicle accident on Sunday, injuring his arm.
- Person C was injured in a three-vehicle accident on Monday, injuring his head.

**Spring Grove man injured in head-on crash**

A man was injured in a head-on crash involving two vehicles.

- The driver of Vehicle A was injured in the crash.
- The driver of Vehicle B was uninjured in the crash.

**City Accident Rate Score**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Accident Rate Score</th>
<th>June 12, 1972</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>June 13, 1972</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>June 14, 1972</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>June 15, 1972</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to the city, the accident rate score is calculated based on the number of accidents occurring in a given period of time.

**Production of new cars tops four million**

The state produced four million new cars in the last year.

- The production of new cars reached a new record of four million.
- The production of new cars is expected to continue to increase in the next year.

**TODAY'S BIRTHDAYS**

- Alvin Hodge, 105 N. Baker St., will celebrate his 50th birthday on June 13th.
- Mrs. Everett White, 24, St. Felix Manor - Nursing Home, St. Charles, will celebrate her 70th birthday on June 14th.
- Former mayor of Minnesotta dead at 76

- Former mayor of Minnesotta died on June 14th.
- He was a long-time resident of Minnesotta.

**In years gone by**

- Ten years ago... 1962
  - St. Mark's Lutheran Church celebrated its 10th anniversary.
- Fifty years ago... 1922
  - The newspaper said the four-million mark was passed.

**The weather**

- Partly cloudy with scattered showers.
- Barometric pressure 29.76 and steady, wind from the northwest. Partly sunny, warm and dry.
- Sun rises tomorrow at 5:23, sets at 8:50.

**LOVE**

- Love is a powerful force that can move mountains and change lives. It is a feeling that cannot be measured or quantified, but it is felt by everyone who has experienced it.
Highways, Madison

Highway 53, Trempealeau. Conn-...
11 die on Wisconsin roads, toll hits 436

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Rushing late to work, a Chicago woman and her 1-year-old boy died when the car they were in was hit by a truck on a Chicago expressway.

Two other people died during the week in Wisconsin.

Death Toll 293

Eight die in state crashes

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Minnesota traffic accidents killed six people, including a bridge worker, and injured 38 others, halting the state's traffic fatalities for a third year.

Nineteen people were killed during the weekend in Wisconsin.

Waiting on Wallace

American party to focus on Congress

STEVENS POINT, Wis. (AP)

George Wallace's campaign to capture the American party's nomination for the presidency will pay him a visit in Wisconsin this week, party sources said Friday.

The party's executive council, meeting in Madison, Wis., will discuss the possibility of Wallace's nomination, party officials said.
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**Frost does more damage in Wisconsin**

The weather forecast for southeastern Wisconsin was not as agreeable as one might have wished. A low pressure system moving through the area brought temperatures well below freezing. The storm, along with a strong wind, made any outdoor activities quite unpleasant.

**Frostbite**

Frostbite occurs when the skin and underlying tissues are damaged by freezing. It can happen to anyone, but it is more common in people with certain medical conditions or those who are exposed to cold for prolonged periods.

**For flood victims**

**Lions raise $6,000**

Delegates attending the annual convention of International Lions Clubs in Durand, Wisconsin, have raised $6,000 for flood victims. The delegation came from Lions Clubs in southeastern Wisconsin and neighboring states.

**For water skiing**

**Freshwater Float**

The recent water skiing competition at the Durand Fun Fest was a great success. The competitors showed off their skills on the frozen lake, providing entertainment for the crowd.

**For fishing**

**Fun Fest parade is the Little Princess, Stephanie Beaton**

The annual Durand Fun Fest parade was a colorful event. The Little Princess, Stephanie Beaton, rode in a float, waving to the crowd.

**For sports**

**Patrolman outstares black bear**

A patrolman encountered a black bear while patrolling in Winona. The bear was quite docile and allowed the patrolman to approach it safely.

**Sportsmen ask vehicle use limitation in parks**

The sportsmen's group is asking for vehicle use limitations in parks to protect wildlife and ensure the enjoyment of all park visitors.

**Information corrected on tax ruling**

Information supplied by the Winona County Board of Commissioners shows that a recent tax ruling has been corrected. The information was corrected after a mistake in the original ruling.
LeJetz split with Rushford-Lewiston

Budweiser.

The LeJetz, with Bruce LeVasseur at the helm, split with Rushford-Lewiston, 1-1, in the 7:15 p.m. contest Monday night at the State Fairgrounds.

Dave Anderson, making his first mound appearance for the Athletics, and Gene Schultz, who did not play any games in the series, shared the decision to Winnebago Valley.

F工资14.

The Twins meet the Tigers, 1-1, in the 7:15 p.m. contest Tuesday, June 20, in the first place in the American League West, the only unbeaten team in the league.
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Arizona St., USC to battle
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Watch Your FAT-GO

Don't Delay get FAT-GO

by FAY THOMPSON

...but it was his first at bat after being forced to leave the game by flu Sunday night. He was replaced by Dave Hanish and the game was halted due to rain.

The LeJetz, trailing 2-1 going into the third inning, rallied for four runs to take the lead. In the top of the third inning, the LeJetz scored three runs, all with two outs.

The game is over.

The LeJetz, trailing 2-1 going into the third inning, rallied for four runs to take the lead. In the top of the third inning, the LeJetz scored three runs, all with two outs.

The Twins, six games out, to host Tigers tonight

Eric Garber with the bases loaded. "We thought Oklahoma had a good shot to beat us in the series," said Dave Anderson. "We thought they were going to come out strong."
J.C. Snead wins Philly Golf Classic

PHILADELPHIA (AP) — J.C. Snead was the fourth to be announced as a winner in a Philadelphia Golf Classic when you bring the last of the four men back to the clubhouse. The 40-year-old Navy veteran out of Hot Springs, Va., was the last to get on the board.

Snead won in the 3rd (counting 3) event of the year with a score of 295. He won the tournament despite the fact that he was in the middle of playing his last round of the year.

Snead said he was happy with his performance. "I've been working on my swing all year and it paid off," he said. "I've been hitting the ball well and I've been driving it far."

Snead is a former U.S. Navy sailor who was stationed in the Pacific. He started playing golf seriously after he was discharged from the service.

The McLarens won Sunday's 24-hour race in the Can-Am in 1968, had qualified for the race in 1969, but had to withdraw the day before the race due to mechanical problems.

The lead car was piloted by Pete Revson, who has won the Can-Am six times, and Donohue, who has won the Can-Am four times. The team also featured Roger Penske, who has won the Can-Am five times.

A HOLLY HUNT of Winona by respec-

J.C. Snead, Hot Springs, Va., smiles as he poses with the Philadelphia Golf Classic Sunday. (AP Photo)

Bonier's fatal crash mars Le Mans

LE MANS, France (AP) — A Swedish driver Joakim Bonier, 26, was killed in an accident during the 24-hour Le Mans endurance race Sunday. The事故 occurred on the 23rd lap of the race and was caused by a high-speed collision with a barrier.

Bonier was looking for an end to the frustration of long races like Le Mans, as he did last year. In the Le Mans 24-hour race this past season, he was running in the top 10 when his car hit a barrier and he was killed.

Those who were there gave a large ovation to Bonier, who was well-liked and respected by his peers. "It's a terrible loss," said one driver. "He was a great guy and will be missed by all of us."

Pete Revson was third in the race, finishing 11.5 minutes behind the winner.

The McLarens won Sunday's 24-hour race in the Can-Am in 1968, had qualified for the race in 1969, but had to withdraw the day before the race due to mechanical problems.
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White Sox add home run trot to repertoire

By MAL BICK

CHICAGO (AP) - The latest Chicago Sox home run trotter is Tony Taylor, who is expected to join John Mayberry and Bill Freehan as the Sox's trotting trio.

Taylor's home run trot, which is expected to begin in July, will feature a variety of themes, including a new one for each of the Sox's three home runs. The first home run trot will be dedicated to the memory of the late Sox player, Larry Herndon, who was killed in the line of duty.

Taylor's trot will also feature a new song, "The Sox Home Run Trotter," written by the Sox's music director, Bill Kline.

Prize's Joker reserve champ at Midwest show

WASHINGTON, D.C. (AP) - The Prize's Joker reserve champ at the Midwest show is expected to be the Washington Nationals' Tim McCarver.

McCarver, who is entering his third season with the Nationals, is expected to be named the reserve champ after he leads the team in home runs and slugging percentage.

Future of ABA franchises to be decided

NEW YORK (AP) - The fate of the American Basketball Association is expected to be decided in the next few weeks, as league officials meet to discuss the future of the 16 franchises.

The league, which has struggled financially since its inception in 1967, is expected to be discussed at a meeting of league owners and executives at the end of the month.

Plainview files mortgage on family farm

ROCKFORD, Minn. (AP) - Plainview has filed a mortgage on a family farm to help pay off the family's debts.

The mortgage, which was filed by the family's attorney, is expected to be approved by the court in the next few weeks.

Bucks' trainer calls it quits

MILWAUKEE (AP) - The Milwaukee Bucks' trainer, who has been with the team for 10 years, has announced his retirement.

The trainer, who has helped the Bucks win three championships, is expected to be replaced by a younger trainer who will bring new ideas to the team.

Market makes moderate gain; trading slow

NEW YORK (AP) - The market made a moderate gain today, but trading was slow as investors remained cautious.

The Dow Jones average rose 61.00 to 185,427, but that was the low point of the day as the market continued to fluctuate.

No. 1 and 2 polls 31,00-33,00; good and

No. 1 hard winter wheat 1,51

No. 1 northern spring wheat 1.51

Utility and oil 5.00-5.50; cull 3.00-5.00;

28.00-29.00; 85-100 lbs 25.00-26.00.

Niagara Falls is scheduled to visit the Chicago Cubs next month.

Cincinnati: NL's King of the Road

In Ken Ramaglia's words, "The Reds are going to the World Series this year." And that's not just empty bravado.

Ramaglia, a member of the Cincinnati Reds, is the fastest man on the team, and he's not far behind some of the fastest men in baseball.

Ramaglia, who runs the 100-yard dash in 10.5 seconds, is expected to lead the team to the World Series, and he has already helped the Reds win several games this season.

Bicker, Hubbard cop Country golf club

Two former members of the Springview C.L. Golf Club in Pembroke, Ky., have been elected to the Springview C.L. Golf Club Hall of Fame.

The two members, who are noted for their skills on the golf course, are expected to be honored at a special ceremony next month.

Siemon picked to play for college stars

ST. PAUL (AP) - Jordan Siemon, a junior golfer from Wisconsin, has been selected to play against college stars this weekend at the St. Paul Country Club.

Siemon, who has won several tournaments this season, is expected to be a key player in the match this weekend.
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What Dads Want!

SPAM PADDED SWIVEL ROCKER
In 100% Herculon or Naugahyde
Gold or Green
100% Herculon or Naugahyde
Delux M. or Gold, Red

Big, Comfortable RECLINER
In 100% Herculon
FOAM PADDED SOFA BED
In Gold or Green

Square Rocker
6' Foam Mattress & Foundation

FOOT LOGS
In Gold, Green or Red

$39.95 S.S.P.*
$85 S.S.P.*
$59.95 S.S.P.*

DELUXE ROCKING CHAIR
$99 S.S.P.

FOOT LOGS
$18 S.S.P.*
$129 S.S.P.*

Open Monday and Friday Evenings 'til 9
21 YEARS THE 73
Better BURKE'S Furniture
MARI
Phone 423-3763
PLENTY OF FREE PARKING BEHIND OUR STORE
East Third and Franklin

DICK TRACY
By Chester Gould

BLONDIE
By Chic Young

RED RYDER
By Gordon Bress

STEVE CANYON
By Milton Caniff

REX MORGAN, M.D.
By Dale Curtis

HARRY WORTH
By Samuels and Ernst

NANCY
By Ernie Bushmiller

BEETLE BAILEY
By Mort Walker

LIL ABNER
By Al Capp

BARNEY GOOGIE and SNUFFY SMITH
By Fred Larrall

A Dad Knows What Dads Want!
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